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Abstract 
The free vibration analysis of non-prismatic tree-layered sandwich beams is carried out using the Chebyshev series. It is considered 
three-layered sandwich beam consisting of a soft core and two strong face materials. The formulation leads to two coupled partial 
differential equations obtained using Hamilton’s principle. The presented method of solution is based on the theorem leads to an 
infinite system of algebraic equations. The considerations apply to a system with variable geometrical and material parameters. In 
order to verify the calculated eigenfrequencies and forms were compared with results obtained by other authors. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The vibration of sandwich beams has been studied by many authors. However, because of the confines of this paper 
the literature survey is limited to only the few works which are referred to in the analysis below. The analyzed model 
of the three-layer sandwich beam is described in [1, 2]. In [1], the dynamic stiffness method was used to solve the free 
vibration problem. This problem was also solved in [2], using the discrete Green function and in [3], using the finite 
element method. In the present paper, the method described in the author’s previous papers [4, 5] is used to solve the 
free vibration problem. The method exploits a theorem describing the way of solving a system of ordinary differential 
equations with variable coefficients, presented by Paszkowski in [6]. In this method, Chebyshev series are used to 
approximate the solution. By applying the theorem described in [6] one gets an infinite recurrent system of algebraic 
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equations, which makes it possible to calculate the sought coefficients of the series. In order to verify the derived 
equations the eigenproblem for the prismatic cantilever beam was solved and the obtained natural frequencies were 
compared with the results reported in [1, 3] and [7] (the latter work is cited acc. to [1]). A cantilever beam with varying 
width was solved as an example of the nonprismatic system. 
2. Problem formulation 
The problem of the free vibration of the three-layer sandwich beam (Fig. 1) is considered. 
 
Fig. 1. Cross section of sandwich beam. 
 
The equations of the motion of the beam were derived on the basis of the theory describing this type of beams, 
presented in [1, 2]. As shown in [1, 2], the total elastic strain energy of the beam is expressed by the formula 
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The first two integrals define the elastic strain energy (resulting from the bending of the beam) of the facings while 
the third integral defines the shear deformation energy of the core. The kinetic energy (when the mass of the 
lightweight core is left out) is expressed by the formula 
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under the assumption of a constant height of the cross section elements one gets the following coupled system of 
differential equations describing the free vibration of the considered system 
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Formulas for the internal forces: axial force N , shearing force Q  and bending moment M assume the respective 
forms 
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3. Solution 
In order to solve the system of differential equations with variable coefficients the method described in the author’s 
previous papers [4,5] was used. In this method a solution in the form of Chebyshev series is sought: 
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satisfy the following recurrent relations (see [6], the theorem  pp. 231 and 323) 
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where > @ > @TT][][][ lllll wuwauaa   f , and matrix functions mQ  are expressed by the formulas 
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Having substituted the coefficients of the expansions of functions mQ  into Chebyshev series into system of 
equations (9) one gets the following infinite system of algebraic equations 
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At this solution stage, elements 2,1,,),(  jilkk ji  of equation (11) contain the coefficients of the expansion of 
the functions:
 cff
GAEIEA N,,  and the coefficients of the expansions of their derivatives. Performing 
transformations of elements ),( lkk ji , using the formula ([6], p. 124) 
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The coefficients defining the inertial forces are given by the formulas 
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In formulas (13)-(17) the following denotations are used ,][,][ fllfll EIaeEAaa   ,][ cll GAa NN   ][ fll Aag U . 
The first eight equations of system (11) are satisfied identitywise. They are replaced with six equations describing the 
boundary conditions. When formulating the latter, the following identities specifying the values of Chebyshev 
polynomials in points 1# x  are used: 
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Examples of formulating the conditions can be found in the author’s papers [4, 5]. 
 4. Numerical example 
In order to verify the above algorithm it was applied to solve the example presented in [1, 3, 7]. The free vibration 
of a prismatic cantilever beam with the parameters: ,N1050,Nm362.1N,50031 2    fff GAEIEA N  
,kg/m001225.0 fAU ,mm4527.0 fh ,mm7.12 ch  m9144.02  a  is analyzed in the example. The 
eigenfrequencies calculated using the method presented in this paper and the frequencies determined in [1, 3, 7] are 
shown in Table 1. The system of equations were solved assuming size of approximation base d=30.   
Table 1. Natural frequencies of prismatic cantilever sandwich beam. 
Frequency 
number 
Natural frequency [Hz] 
Present 
theory 
Ref.[1] Ref.[3] Ref.[7] 
1 31.46 31.46 33.97 34.13 
2 193.7 193.7 200.5 202.1 
3 529.2 529.2 517.0 527.4 
4 1006 1006 918.0 951.9 
 
The algorithm was also used to solve the eigenproblem of a cantilever beam with linearly varying width. The ratio 
of the beam’s width on the rigid fixing side to the width of the free end was 3:1. The other system parameters were so 
matched that in the middle of the beam span they were the same as the parameters of the analyzed prismatic beam. 
The eigenfrequencies of the two beams are shown in Table 2. The eigenforms determined for the two beams are 
compared. The diagrams of the first four eigenforms for the two systems are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Table 2. Natural frequencies of prismatic and nonprismatic cantilever sandwich beams. 
Frequency 
number 
Natural frequency [Hz] 
prismatic nonprismatic 
1 31.46 42.96 
2 193.7 214.74 
3 529.2 550.5 
4 1006 1028 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Diagrams of eigenforms for prismatic beam ( ) and nonprismatic beam ( ). 
5. Conclusion 
The numerical tests have shown the algorithm to be correct and effective in solving the eigenproblem of sandwich 
beam vibration. The comparisons have shown good agreement between the determined eigenfrequencies and the 
eigenfrequencies reported by other authors. When the obtained results were compared with the ones reported in [1] 
they were found to be identical (within the accuracy presented in [1]). 
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